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Abstract: When a small crack is detected in a pressure vessel or piping, we can 

estimate the fatigue life of the vessel or piping by applying the classical law of 

fracture mechanics for crack growth if we are certain that the crack growth 

exponent is correct and the crack geometry is a simple plane. Unfortunately, for 

an ageing vessel or piping, the degradation will change the crack growth exponent, 

and the crack will advance not in a simple planar fashion. To validate the crack 

growth exponent for an ageing vessel or piping with a crack of an irregular shape, 

we design an intelligent PYTHON (IP) code to do three tasks: (1) the code will re-

mesh the region in the neighborhood of the advancing crack such that the irregular 

shape will be preserved, (2) the code will not only use the crack length and 

orientation measurements in a parametric formulation of a new mesh, but also 

embed a matching algorithm to compare the crack tip stress of the predicted (old 

model + new crack geometry) vs. a re-meshed (iterated new model + new crack 

geometry) FEM stress analysis result in order to find a new and possibly more 

correct crack growth exponent of the fatigue life model (super-parametric), and (3) 

the matching algorithm is expected to continue as more crack geometry 

information comes in such that the crack growth exponent is expected to converge 

to a stable value. The IP-assisted continuous monitoring program, using PYTHON 

as the management tool, TRUEGRID as the topological crack meshing tool, and 

two finite-element analysis codes for verifiable stress analysis, is capable of 

predicting more accurately the fatigue life of a cracked vessel or piping because 

the material model has a field-validated and, therefore, a pipe-or-vessel-specific 

crack growth exponent. Significance and limitations of this IP-assisted approach 

are presented and discussed. 


